Risk of Agricultural Land Loss to Solar Arrays
A Pilot Assessment in Four Massachusetts Towns
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is considered a fairly progressive state when it comes to environmental policy.
In 2015, the state approved the Massachusetts Local Food Action Plan and began implementing key strategies
that—among other things—protect the state’s land and water resources for agriculture. Meanwhile, in 2017
Massachusetts filed its final draft of the Solar MA Renewable Energy Target (SMART) program, meant to encourage
increased development of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology throughout the Commonwealth.

Datasets: Fitness for Use

A potential conflict brews at the intersection of these two policies. Included among objectives for Land in the Local
Food Action Plan is Goal 2.1, which sets out to “identify threats to the Commonwealth’s farmland base, including
conversion of farmland to solar development.” While farmland protection and solar development aren’t inherently
at odds, land comes at a premium. One could expect an eventual reality where solar development encroaches on
existing farmland as renewable energy companies search out undeveloped land on which to place their solar arrays.

• Slope. Installing solar PV panels requires terrain with <10% slope. The USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED)
1/3rd arc-second was used to model slope. The key attribute is elevation, from which hillshade was applied and
slope (percent rise) was calculated.

This poster models a spatial analysis tool that would help planners understand the extent to which agricultural
and open lands are at risk of solar conversion. The area of interest for this pilot study is comprised of four towns in
western Massachusetts: Northampton, Southampton, Easthampton, and Westhampton, an area bordered by the
Connecticut River and Mount Tom Range to the east. This is a rich agricultural area with varied soils and terrains,
and minimal urban development.

This model depends on spatial, physical, and land use characteristics that determine the suitability for siting solar
arrays, including slope, the presence of quality agricultural soils, and land parcels free of easements or existing
development. These characteristics were modeled using the following datasets.

• Prime Farmland Soils. A criterion of this model is that any land designated by the NRCS as being Prime
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, or Farmland of Unique Importance be excluded from the land base
for solar siting. Prime soils are modeled using the NRCS SSURGO-Certified Soils dataset. Key attributes include
the layer SOILS_POLY_PRIMEFARMLAND, which provides polygons for all prime soils.
• Restricted Parcels. Property burdened with easements for conservation or agriculture are excluded from
suitability. These are modeled using the Protected & Regional OpenSpace dataset from the Executive Office of
Energy & Environmental Affairs. Key attributes include interest codes for conservation restrictions (CR) and
agricultural preservation restrictions (APR). A potential limitation of excluding all CR and APR is that individual
deed restrictions can include allowances for limited, specified development, including solar. Restrictions or
allowances for each parcel could be cross-referenced with the town’s Registry of Deeds; however, this analysis
conservatively assumes that no CR or APR parcels in the area of interest allow solar energy development.
• Existing Development. Land already developed for industrial, residential, transportation, or other urban uses
is unlikely to attract solar energy development, and thus is excluded in this model (along with water bodies).
Land uses were modeled using the Land Use (2005) data layer from MassGIS. The key attribute is the Land
Use Description, of which there are 37 default categories. These were simplified into seven standard categories:
Agriculture, Forest/Open Space, Industry, Residential, Transportation, Urban, and Water.

Methods
This model “overlays” each dataset and extracts land not covered by >10% slope, prime soils, CR/APR, and
development. Using DEM data, slope was first mapped with a raster cell size of 9 (default). 0-10% slopes were
reclassified “1,” and slopes >10%, “NoData.” Next, the polygons for
prime farmland soils, CR/APR restrictions, and land use categories were
rasterized with a cell size of 10 (10 m x 10 m). 1 kW of ground-mounted
solar requires 10 m2 of land, meaning that a single cell in this model
would have a 1:10 conversion of raster cells to kW. Next, each variable
was reclassified, with areas suitable for solar receiving a classification
of “1” and areas intended for exclusion from potential solar development
receiving a classification of “NoData.” In each layer, respectively: Prime
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance and Farmland of Unique
Importance reclassed “NoData,” and all nonprime land reclassed “1”;
CR and APR reclassed “NoData,” and all unrestricted land reclassed
“1”; land use codes Agriculture and Forest/Open Space reclassed
“NoData,” and all other land use codes (Residential, Water, Industry,
Transportation, and Urban) reclassed “1.”
Next, Extract by Mask was used to remove any area with NoData
in order to exclude areas intended for protection or not suited to
development (see diagram, at right). First, all areas too steep to build
solar arrays on were removed from the map. From that, areas with
prime soils were removed. Next, CR- and APR-protected land was
removed. Finally, any areas with existing development were removed.
The resulting raster (top right of this poster) reveals the places that are
potentially suitable sites for locating solar PV arrays.

Examples: Allard’s Farm
and Fairview Farms
That farms are converted into solar projects is not
unprecedented in western Massachusetts. Allard’s
Farm in Hadley, MA and Fairview Farms in
Whately, MA are two examples where significant
swaths of land have been converted from agriculture
to solar development. Together their solar facilities,
constructed and operated by Nexamp Solar Energy
Solutions, are about 7,800 Kilowatts in size (1 kW of
solar panels require approximately 100 ft2, or 10 m2,
when used in ground mounted installations). Both
facilities power the energy needs of the farms, local
residences, and the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. UMass Amherst expects to save
approximately $1.5 million in energy costs over the
first 20 years of operation.

Forest / Open Space

Evaluation of Model
This model endeavors to show where land has the physical characteristics that make it suitable for solar, while also
being unburdened by prime agricultural soils or conservation restrictions. Insofar as it models these characteristics,
it is a successful model. To a solar developer and Massachusetts citizens who advocate the expansion of renewable
energy in the Commonwealth, the final map above represents opportunity for solar expansion. However, to land
conservationists it may represent risk, as it shows agricultural lands and open spaces that are vulnerable to the
encroachment of solar development. Farmers may view solar projects as either a helpful source of supplemental
income (as demonstrated by farms in Hadley and Whately, MA), or a threat to their ability to find and purchase
affordable land that facilitates their livelihoods.
A potential shortcoming of this model lies in the recategorization of land use codes from the MassGIS Land Use
(2005) datalayer. In my recategorization of land use codes from 37 to seven, I included wetlands, salt wetlands,
saltwater sandy beaches, tidal and irregularly flooded salt marshes, and forested wetlands in my revised “Forest/
Open Space” land use code. It is important to note that just as ground-mounted solar cannot be installed on slopes
>10%, neither can it easily be installed in wetlands or marshes. As such, this model is likely too generous regarding
the amount of Forest/Open Space available for solar development. A simple fix for this oversight would have been to
code any wetland or marshy land covers as “Water” instead of “Forest/Open Space.”
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Allard’s Farm, Solar I Project, Hadley MA. Image:
https://www.nexamp.com/projects/hadley-solar

Allard’s Farm is the location of two solar projects
(3,000 kW and 2,400 kW, respectively), the first of
which is located on a former cornfield. The 10-acre
facility at Fairview Farms (2,400 kW) was considered
marginal farmland before conversion, requiring
heavy irrigation and artificial fertilization to make
the land profitable. Farmers have an interest in
converting marginal land to solar; Alan Sanderson of
Fairview Farms notes that farm income is seasonal—
three to four months each year of no profit—but the
solar project leased on his land provides a consistent
income year-round.
Allard’s Farm in Hadley is located to the east of
Northampton, right across the Connecticut River,
and Fairview Farms in Whately, just north of
Northampton.
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Fairview Farms, Whately MA. Hoop houses for growing
vegetables and flowers are visible in the background.
Image: https://www.nexamp.com/projects/fairview-farms
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